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FOR DECADES, THE FEDERAL TRADE Commission has engaged in an array of competition advocacy initiatives. Its advocacy program augments its enforcement efforts, and stems from the recognition that while private action can distort market forces, so too can government action. Of course, government actors seek to protect a variety of interests, including public health, safety, and security. The FTC does not expect competition inevitably to trump these other goals. Instead, it provides input on legislative and regulatory proposals so that policymakers can weigh the desirability of a given proposal in light of all benefits and harms, including the potential for higher prices and a decrease in the quality and availability of goods and services.

Given both the importance of health care in the daily lives of American consumers and the growing percentage of the gross domestic product for which this sector accounts, the FTC’s advocacy efforts have been particularly robust in the health care sector. When asked, the FTC frequently has provided input to federal, state, and local governments regarding the benefits of choice and competition in health care—and, conversely, the costs of excessive and unduly burdensome regulations. Injecting more competition into this sector is an appropriate focus, as the cost of health care—and, conversely, the costs of excessive and unduly burdensome regulations. It is gratifying to see these changes, though unfortunate that a global pandemic was necessary to prompt them. As a society, we can choose to focus on the positive and preserve, even after the crisis passes, the enhanced levels of choice and competition in health care now emerging. Legislators and regulators should consider which laws and rules are truly necessary for patients’ safety, and which ones create unnecessary barriers to market entry. It is our sincere hope that COVID-19 swiftly becomes a historical relic—but if its threat lingers, eradicating burdensome regulations will be even more beneficial.

In this article, we examine several major constraints on health care competition: certificates of need that force providers to seek government permission to expand health care resources; certificates of public advantage that immunize potentially anticompetitive arrangements from antitrust scrutiny; occupational licensing regimes that restrict the mobility of medical professionals and the fullest use of their medical expertise; and regulations that inhibit innovations in health care delivery like telemedicine. While all of these are state-imposed restrictions, we recognize the states’ traditional police power over the health and safety of their residents. The question is not whether the states should regulate health care; it is whether some regulations serve the interests of market incumbents more than those of patients. The exigencies of a public health emergency may clarify for states what they can do to free health care providers to meet demand in more conventional circumstances as well.

Certificates of Need and of Public Advantage

The COVID-19 pandemic has increased the volume of calls for greater “resiliency”—typically in the form of redundancy—in the provision of goods and services, particularly with respect to health care. For example, the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development and the Open Markets Institute on April 23 hosted a discussion in which several participants attributed various supply shortages to the business focus on efficiency. In contrast with this preference for redundancies, state certificate of need (CON) and certificate of public advantage (COPA) laws generally seek to achieve greater efficiency in the delivery of health care services by reducing the duplication of resources and controlling costs.
The National Health Planning and Resources Development Act, effective in 1975, put forward a federal model for state CON programs. These regulatory programs empowered state authorities to decide whether hospitals and other medical facilities could make certain general purpose capital expenditures, add new services, or acquire medical equipment for inpatient use. The federal government would reimburse health care providers only for large capital expenditures approved by the state health planning agency. Not surprisingly, every state except Louisiana had created a CON program by the end of 1982. Following changes in reimbursement policies, Congress repealed the Act in 1986.

Yet CON laws remain on the books in 35 states, and the District of Columbia. Michigan and Minnesota not only retained their CON laws, they imposed moratoria on adding hospital beds. In responding to the COVID-19 pandemic, the governors of both states had to authorize the regulators to grant waivers for increasing the number of hospital beds and mobile health care facilities. As Iowa’s Proclamation of Disaster Emergency put it, “[S]trict compliance” with the state law requiring a health facility to obtain a certificate of need before operating additional bed capacity will “prevent or hinder efforts to contain this public health disaster.” Alabama, Connecticut, Georgia, Indiana, Nebraska, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, Rhode Island, South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, and Washington State also have suspended CON laws.

The number of hospital beds in the U.S. fell from almost 1.5 million in 1975 to nearly 900,000 in 2015. Noting this decrease, some anti-monopoly activists have blamed insufficient health care provider capacity in the pandemic on excessive consolidation and held the FTC accountable for irresponsibly permitting that consolidation. In reality, many mergers are pro-competitive and do not inherently prevent new entry to meet demand. Moreover, the FTC has challenged dozens of anticompetitive hospital mergers, though its efforts sometimes have been stymied by courts that deny injunctions or by states that choose to immunize these mergers from federal antitrust scrutiny.

For example, when the FTC sued to block Phoebe Putney’s acquisition of Palmyra Park Hospital, in Albany, Georgia, the federal district court initially refused to enjoin the deal and the parties consummated their merger. When the FTC won on appeal, the state’s CON law created a hurdle to divestiture. In March 2015, the FTC ultimately entered into a consent decree requiring Phoebe Putney to notify the agency of plans for any future acquisitions in the Albany, Georgia area, and to refrain for five years from objecting to Certificate of Need applications made by potential competitors. Phoebe Putney had previously sued the state to prevent it from relaxing the CON requirements. Lee County, Georgia—also in the Albany area—had no hospital beds. It applied in May 2017 for a CON that would permit the development of a 60-bed medical center. While the FTC does not typically intervene on individual CON applications, Lee County invited the agency to file comments with the Georgia Department of Community Health on the application. The FTC supported the application: “Consistent with Georgia’s CON laws, we encourage you to foster competition that is shown to result in lower patient costs without a loss of the quality of care in order to improve the welfare of Georgia health care consumers, not on behalf of any particular provider or would-be competitor.”

The health department approved the CON application for Lee Medical Center in November 2017. But then the Georgia Alliance of Community Hospitals, Crisp Regional Health Service, and neighboring Dougherty County—where Phoebe Putney is based—each sued separately to block Lee County’s application on the grounds that the new medical center would harm existing hospitals. Phoebe Putney had conducted a study showing it would lose more than $50 million of revenue each year if the Lee County hospital were built. The role of Phoebe Putney in the southwest Georgia hospital market illustrates how certificates of need can undermine enforcement against anticompetitive mergers and enable incumbents or their allies to erect hurdles to new entrants.

Regulatory barriers such as certificates of need prevent markets from responding promptly to increased demand with increased supply. For example, while the population of Lee County has nearly tripled since 1980, to an estimated 30,000 people, Dougherty County’s population has dropped from more than 100,000 people to just over 91,000. Ideally, hospital capacity in each geographic area could evolve to meet the population’s needs. But regulation, especially including the opportunity for competitors and other counties to fight against Lee County’s application, has contributed to the delay in opening the new medical center.

Observers have raised particular concerns about insufficient capacity in rural areas and faulted consolidation for the lack of hospitals in some counties. Part of the original motivation for CON regulations was to protect existing rural hospitals from competitive pressure and “cherry picking” of profitable procedures by specialist providers like ambulatory surgical centers. Legislators feared that if the community hospital were not the monopolist health care provider for an area, it would not be able to fund charitable care and other public policy goals. Indiana, which had repealed its CON regulations in 1999, created a new program in 2018 by requiring the state Department of Health to establish requirements and exemptions for certificates of need. State legislators justified the return of CONs by pointing to a lack of services in rural communities. Yet a study by the Mercatus Center at George Mason University concluded that “as barriers to entry, CON programs do not promote access to rural care in the form of rural hospitals. CON laws are associated with a decrease, not an increase, in the number of hospitals, rural or otherwise.”

More generally, CON laws have been found in dozens of empirical studies to increase inefficiencies—costs that are
passed on to payors as higher prices—without improving patient outcomes. States that repealed these laws experienced lower costs per patient and lower mortality for coronary artery bypass grafts, and had more providers. CON laws are associated with longer wait times in emergency rooms. A review of the literature concluded that if CON laws have any effect on the rate of deaths from all causes, “They are more likely to increase mortality than decrease it.”

While CON regimes can protect incumbent health care providers from competition, certificates of public advantage can protect health care providers’ cooperation from antitrust scrutiny. Since the 1990s, several states have passed COPA laws and regulations that immunize health care providers’ cooperative agreements from antitrust scrutiny. The federal antitrust laws already permit health care collaborations and mergers between competitors that benefit consumers. However, in comments to the FTC last year, the American Hospital Association argued that state legislatures and hospitals turn to the COPA process in response to the courts’ and agency’s high hurdles for proving merger efficiencies, even when there are “demonstrable benefits for patients and their communities” that seem relevant under the Horizontal Merger Guidelines. As lower court judges often note, the Supreme Court has not recognized the existence of an efficiencies defense against a merger challenge, though federal appellate courts and antitrust agencies’ guidelines have done so. Yet even where efficiencies are nominally recognized, they face a heavier burden of proof than findings of likely anticompetitive effects. Providers also have claimed that antitrust exemptions enable them to fulfill the public interest in achieving the size, scale, and degree of clinical integration necessary to participate in new delivery and payment models, like population health initiatives and value-based payment models.

The FTC is conducting retrospectives on several of these immunized arrangements, known as the COPA Assessment Project. Agency staff issued a notice in November 2017 seeking public comments and encouraging academic and industry research on the impact of certificates of public advantage on prices, quality, access, and innovation for health care services. Studies already have found that at least some of these arrangements have resulted in net harm to competition. Having permitted anticompetitive mergers, states that simply repeal COPA laws can leave in place “an unregulated monopoly.”

State legislatures appear to have passed some COPA laws with the intent of exempting specific proposed hospital mergers from pending or expected antitrust challenges. For example, the FTC in November 2015 sued to block Cabell Huntington Hospital’s acquisition of St. Mary’s Medical Center, but the case was stayed when West Virginia in March 2016 passed a law granting antitrust immunity to health care providers’ actions that complied with orders by the state’s Health Care Authority. Similarly the Tennessee Department of Health in September 2017 granted a COPA to Mountain States Health Alliance/Wellmont Health System after the FTC raised concerns about the merger.

States’ CON and COPA laws create explicit regulatory barriers to procompetitive supply increases and effective antitrust enforcement. These barriers can be exploited by incumbents seeking to maintain monopoly profits, and the federal antitrust agencies have consistently, across presidential administrations of both parties, supported the narrowing and repeal of CON and COPA laws. These laws are of questionable benefit in normal times and are an outright harm when facing a public health emergency such as COVID-19.

Licensing Restrictions
While an acute-care hospital cannot readily move physically from an area of lesser demand to one of greater demand, health care professionals can. But the mobility of medical personnel is hindered by licensing restrictions that prevent them from moving across state lines to provide care where it is needed the most. Interstate barriers particularly harm the spouses and partners of military service members, who frequently must move from one state to another and may face prohibitive costs and difficulties in obtaining re-licensure in each state.

Several states have eased the rules specifically for military spouses, by mandating the issuance of a state occupational license if the spouse is licensed in another state with substantially equivalent or more stringent licensing requirements. Arizona in April 2019 went a step further, with a universal licensing recognition law that obligates state boards to issue licenses to applicants who have been licensed in another state for at least one year, are in good standing in all states where they are licensed, pay applicable fees, and meet all residency, testing, and background check requirements.

States have a valid interest in ensuring that the medical professionals who serve their citizens are competent, in good standing, and up to date on their continuing education. However, incumbents claim health and safety justifications for state-specific licensing and constraints on the scope of practice when there is reason to believe they may be more interested in erecting barriers to entry and foreclosing competition. Ideally, any restrictions would be narrowly tailored to permit competition to the fullest extent possible while honoring the state’s legitimate goals of protecting residents from malpractice.

The FTC has advocated for greater reciprocity of occupational licensing among states. In July 2017, the agency’s Economic Liberty Task Force hosted a roundtable on streamlining licensing across state lines. In September 2018, the task force issued a report that highlighted steps that states could take to improve the portability of occupational licenses. Well before the COVID-19 pandemic, the report warned: “Multistate licensing requirements can also limit consumers’ access to services. For example, licensure requirements can prevent qualified service providers from addressing time-sen-
itive emergency situations across a nearby state line or block qualified health care providers from providing telehealth services to consumers in rural and underserved locations.46

Physicians and registered nurses take exams based on national certification standards, and in every state, the instruction and the exams are in the same language (English), yet do not automatically enable successful exam-takers to practice nationally. In contrast, despite its multitude of languages,47 the European Union requires Member States to permit qualified medical personnel to practice across borders.48 The EU has particularly encouraged cross-border movement during the pandemic, as some Member States face severe shortages of health care resources relative to the prevalence of COVID-19 in their populations.49

Sensibly, in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, authorities in the United States are waiving some regulations on health care professionals. At the federal level, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services has announced that it temporarily will refrain from enforcing its requirement that “physicians or other health care professionals hold licenses in the State in which they provide services, [so long as] they have an equivalent license from another State.”50 This development enables health care professionals to move physically to regions with surges in COVID-19 cases. In addition, it facilitates the provision of medical services in a different state through telecommunications, enabling local practitioners to deal with COVID-19 cases while drawing in remote practitioners to address other medical needs.

Similar developments have occurred at the state level. For example, Connecticut has established interstate reciprocity for health care licenses, permitting “health care practitioners who are licensed in another state to provide temporary assistance in Connecticut for a period of 60 days.”51 Florida’s surgeon general issued an executive order that allows health care providers with valid out-of-state licenses to help address COVID-19 for 30 days.52 Louisiana temporarily suspended the requirement for out-of-state physicians and registered nurses to obtain a local license.53 The governor of Colorado said he has asked the state’s occupational regulator “to cut through the red tape on licensing our medical professionals so that medical professionals—including pharmacists, nurses, doctors—who are licensed in other states but residing here can be immediately licensed in Colorado as quickly as possible to address this shortage.”54

But as with the suspension of CON laws, these temporary regime changes leave in place procedural barriers that inhibit seamless adaptation to surges in demand. If states had a pre-existing rule that waived licensing requirements and fees for medical professionals in good standing in another state—even if only when a state of emergency has been declared—that could speed the provision of needed services.

The Interstate Medical Licensure Compact, which became operational in April 2017, is a good first step. It is an agreement among participating states to cooperate in streamlining the licensing process for qualifying physicians who want to practice in multiple states, in part by enhancing states’ ability to share investigative and disciplinary information about physicians. Three years after it became operational, the compact now includes 29 states, the District of Columbia, and Guam, encompassing 43 different medical and osteopathic boards.

Similarly, the Nursing Licensure Compact enables nurses to be licensed in one state yet practice in other states that are part of the voluntary agreement. In 2018, 25 states implemented the Enhanced Nursing Licensure Compact with additional requirements, such as state and federal fingerprint-based criminal background checks. Nurses who are first licensed in an eNLC state can practice in all eNLC states without delay, reducing costs on application fees and license renewals.

However, the nurse licensing compact does not establish a single standard for the scope of practice. Although nurses and physician assistants are crucial to the provision of medical services—especially now—many states’ “scope of practice” restrictions inhibit the ability of these professionals to capitalize fully on their education, training, and experience. Although scope of practice restrictions take many forms, one of the most common requires the active supervision of a doctor for specified tasks. The FTC in its 2014 report on “Competition and the Regulation of Advanced Practice Nurses” urged state legislators and policymakers to consider whether restrictions of this type are supported by valid safety concerns.55 More recently, agency staff have expressed support for the proposal of the U.S. Department of Veterans to grant “full practice authority” to Advanced Practice Registered Nurses (APRNs).56 Earlier this year, staff urged the Kansas legislature to pass a bill that would allow APRNs to prescribe medication without having a collaborative practice agreement with a physician.57 Physician assistants also face constraints from state regulations.58

The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid are issuing waivers so that hospitals can use medical professionals such as physician assistants and nurse practitioners more fully, but this still must be in accordance with state law.59 Several states have relaxed these limitations during the pandemic. For example, Louisiana has expanded the scope of practice for APRNs and Certified Registered Nurse Anesthetists (CRNAs) by temporarily suspending requirements for collaborative practice agreements or practicing only under the direction and supervision of a physician or dentist licensed to practice in Louisiana.60 Alabama has authorized nurse practitioners to prescribe medication and perform all skills that are within the scope of their education and training.61

The general need for “all hands on deck” in a pandemic is fairly obvious. What may be less obvious are the particular needs of rural areas where few if any licensed physicians are actually situated to provide supervision. As FTC staff pointed out in a comment to the Texas Medical Board last December, imposing additional supervisory requirements on licensed CRNAs in administering anesthesia increases the
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The general need for “all hands on deck” in a pandemic is fairly obvious. What may be less obvious are the particular needs of rural areas where few if any licensed physicians are actually situated to provide supervision. As FTC staff pointed out in a comment to the Texas Medical Board last December, imposing additional supervisory requirements on licensed CRNAs in administering anesthesia increases the
risk for people in rural and other medically underserved areas. Of the 85 critical access hospitals in Texas, 33 are in counties where CRNAs are the only licensed, specialized providers of anesthesia and anesthesia-related services. In communities like these, precluding capable nurses and physician assistants from deploying their skills in the absence of a doctor could have fatal consequences.

**Telemedicine**

Telemedicine is also of special benefit to otherwise underserved areas. As FTC staff commented when supporting a proposed rule that would permit Veterans Administration health care providers to use telehealth, notwithstanding state laws to the contrary: “Especially in large rural states, telehealth is a highly effective means of improving health care delivery by expanding patients’ access to both out-of-state and in-state practitioners.” FTC staff have made similar points in comments to state legislators. In a 2004 report on health care competition, the federal antitrust agencies said that when properly used, telemedicine can broaden access, lower costs, and improve health quality.

Going beyond advocacy to enforcement, the FTC investigated the Texas Medical Board for a possible violation of federal antitrust law because the board adopted rules restricting the practice of telemedicine and telehealth. The agency closed the investigation in June 2017 after elected officials in Texas overrode those rules with a pro-telemedicine law.

Fortunately, many of the coronavirus-driven waivers on interstate practice also apply to telemedicine. The Department of Health and Human Services has loosened the HIPAA requirements on telemedicine, allowing doctors to provide medical care to patients using apps like FaceTime and Skype that are not HIPAA compliant. It has created a website about telehealth. The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services have permitted hospitals to bill for a broader range of services provided off-site, including telehealth services, at the same rate as in-person visits. FTC staff supported these provisions to reduce or eliminate restrictive Medicare payment requirements for telehealth. The staff’s comment also suggested additional reductions on unnecessary restrictions, and that CMS use this experience to determine which temporary waivers should be made permanent. According to the Federation of State Medical Boards, as of May 5, 2020, 49 states have modified their in-state licensure requirements for telehealth in response to COVID-19.

Following a proposal by Federal Communications Commission Chairman Ajit Pai, the CARES Act allocated $200 million for the FCC’s Emergency COVID-19 Telehealth Program. This program builds on the connected care proceeding that Commissioner Brendan Carr launched in 2018. In even before the pandemic, the telehealth initiative sought to lower health care costs and improve outcomes for veterans, low-income, and rural Americans. Welcoming the agency’s first grants from the COVID-19 Telehealth Program, Carr noted the importance of enabling patients to receive high-quality care while maintaining social distancing. The grants, which can be up to $1 million each, enable health care providers to obtain telecommunications equipment and broadband services. The FTC’s advocacy for lowering barriers to telemedicine, and the FCC’s funding of telehealth, typify the whole-of-government approach necessary to serve Americans in an emergency.

**Conclusion**

All of these ideas—reforming state CON and COPA laws, reducing licensing barriers, boosting telemedicine—were discussed in a report submitted by the Departments of Health and Human Services, Treasury, and Labor to President Donald Trump in December 2018. The FTC was closely involved in this effort, and the resulting document provides a detailed blueprint for injecting greater choice and competition into America’s health care system. But these are not partisan proposals. They have been the consistent refrain of the federal antitrust agencies for decades, under both Democratic and Republican administrations, and in particular have been the subject of unanimous recommendations from FTC commissioners on both sides of the aisle.

The COVID-19 pandemic appears likely to reshape the global economy and societies in incalculable ways. It has reminded us of the everyday heroism of health care workers who put their lives at risk to help others. It has shown how the private sector can respond quickly and creatively to public health threats, including turning bridal shops into manufacturers of face masks and repurposing automobile assembly lines for the production of ventilators. By freeing health care providers to react similarly swiftly to changes in demand—through building more facilities, moving seamlessly across state lines, practicing to the full extent of their abilities, and offering care through new technology—we can take some good from this tragedy.
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